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The Getty Salad Garden is a creative program using raised garden beds of
heirloom salad greens as a platform to support a variety of projects, at the core of
which contemporary artists are invited to create and eat salads in conversation with
guest artist-blogger Julia Sherman of Salad For President. Since mid-September,
over twenty artists have participated, including Robert Irwin, Larry Bell, Julian
Hoeber, Samara Golden, Shana Lutker, and more.
The garden program has also produced a soon-to-be-released short film about
Harry Gesner, architect of a little-known mid century home on the Getty grounds.
Additionally, the garden program is host to the pop-up literary journal Thousand
Island, student and public workshops, and other various gatherings. Content from
all these activities continues to be released online at getty.edu/saladgarden.
The Getty Salad Garden is a project of the J. Paul Getty Museum Education Department
and is made possible by the generosity of Anawalt Lumber, Bragg Live Food Products,
and Kellogg Garden Products.

Introduction by John Tain, Assistant Curator of Modern
and Contemporary Art at the Getty Research Institute
Screening of PREMIUM
Directed by Ed Ruscha
1971, 16mm, color, 24 min.
With Larry Bell and Léon Bing
Followed by a conversation with Ed Ruscha and Larry Bell

One of only two films made by Ed Ruscha over his
dynamic artistic career, PREMIUM is a filmic translation
of 1969’s Crackers, one in an influential series of conceptual
photography books created by Ruscha in the 1960s and 70s.
Both the book and the film are based on the short story
“How to Derive the Maximum Enjoyment from Crackers”
written by Mason Williams, a musician and comedic writer
for the Smothers Brothers, and a childhood friend of
Ruscha’s.
Featuring perhaps one of the greatest appearances by
salad in art history, PREMIUM stars fellow L.A. art icon,
sculptor Larry Bell, in a hilarious and absurd late-night
adventure. Ruscha’s film is an exploration of storytelling
and the conventional narrative codes of Hollywood,
featuring his signature deadpan humor and keen translation
of the contemporary American condition.
Crackers and PREMIUM featured both professional actors,
such as Léon Bing, a model and actress made famous
by wearing the topless bathing suit designed by Rudi
Gernreich (who himself has a cameo in the film as the
hotel concierge), as well as figures from the art world, like
Bell.
Set against the fabled Los Angeles backdrop, the film plays
with the city’s extremes, as Bell’s tuxedo-clad character
circulates between supermarkets, seedy hotel rooms, and gas
stations in a chauffeur-driven car. The charade is matched
with a Mariachi soundtrack, accentuating the absurdity of
both the city and the story.		

Hovering somewhere between the experimental “art films”
of the era and a Hollywood movie, Ruscha has remarked
that PREMIUM never fit nicely into any categories. In a
1973 interview he said:
“If it was a movie of me standing against the
wall or doing push-ups or doing concept art
things, it would be one thing. But it doesn’t
fit the artist-statement category... They’re
statements. Mine’s not like that. I don’t want
people to look at the film like it’s a deep
statement on my part. It’s just an excuse, the
story, to make a movie... I don’t know where the
movie fits in anywhere, and I can’t place it in
my art at all.”
Beyond involving a gigantic salad, Ruscha’s film shares a
deeper affinity with the Getty Salad Garden, a program
that hovers somewhere between typical categories at a
museum — not quite an exhibition, or a public lecture
series, or a workshop.
It too is just an excuse to tell stories, to connect with a
variety of fascinating people in Los Angeles, and to serve as
a platform for the playful exploration of wherever an idea
may lead.

- Sarah Cooper, Public Programs Specialist

